The PeaceHealth Sacred Heart Medical Center at RiverBend in Springfield, Oregon is one of the largest hospital complexes in the State of Oregon. Providing over 350 licensed beds, it admits over 23,000 patients yearly and its staff actively provide more than 15,000 inpatient and outpatient surgeries annually in most medical specialty areas.

Commissioned in 2008, PeaceHealth Sacred Heart Medical Center at RiverBend is built on 160 acres and is comprised more than 1.3 Million square feet. Hospital includes 1,000,000 square foot acute care tower, 150,000 square foot Oregon Heart & Vascular Institute, 120,000 square foot medical office facility and a 30,000 square foot central plant facility. Considered a wellness destination, Sacred Heart at RiverBend represents a state of the art approach to health care application and facility providing new levels of societal benefit to the surrounding community.
CASE STUDY

INNOVATIONS

OVERVIEW

The key in Sacred Heart’s philosophy is to function with minimal adverse environment impact. Built close to cherished river system, Sacred Heart was challenged to operate using no chemical based water treatment for its cooling water operations. As a result, the facilities team employed non-chemical treatment systems and planned aggressive monitoring of chiller performance to ensure the chilled water plant operated reliably and efficiently under the no-chemical regimen. Once commissioned, management soon discovered rapidly developing fouling in the condenser loops as a result of various forms of fouling.

CHALLENGE

The issue of degraded chiller performance due to fouling showed its itself most notably in rapidly rising chiller approach temperatures. Specifically, the approach temperatures would climb in the PeaceHealth chillers within a few short weeks after manual cleaning and would rise as high as 17 degrees thus mandating another unscheduled manual cleaning event. To make matters worse, the non-chemical treatment system seemed unable to stop the rapid growth of bacterial colony forming units that showed up constantly in cooling tower water tests. This led to the frequent application of shock treatment to manage the persistent bio presence in the cooling water.

SOLUTION

Pat Lamb, the Central Utility Plant Lead, knew the chiller related fouling was a serious cost generating problem and that a solution had to be discovered. Pat researched alternative chemical applications, competing approaches to non-chemical treatment and Automated Tube Cleaning Systems (ATCS) from brushes to ball cleaning systems.

After thorough study, Pat chose the sponge ball ATCS as the best solution to provide control of the significant fouling problems in his chilled water system.

RESULT

After initial installation in 2013, the ATCS systems have provided exceptional fouling prevention and cleaning at PeaceHealth at RiverBend. In fact, the facilities team has not had to clean the condensers since the day the ATCS’s were activated, now going on four years. Approach temperatures? Well Pat Lamb states that they don’t vary from .5 to 2 degrees at any time during the operating year and have remained “flat line” consistent with little or no variability since the installation of the ATCS system. Additionally, PeaceHealth employs a staged chiller model of operation. Since the introduction of the ATCS, the reserve chiller runs much less frequently due to increased capacity of the operating chillers. This is a very significant savings attribute we don’t even include in the base savings report below.

Interestingly, the colony forming units of bacteria have been virtually eliminated as a result of the removal of the incubation location inside the hot and previously fouled condenser tube bundles. Lastly, PeaceHealth’s chillers were opened January 2017 for scheduled eddy current testing. “All chillers were perfectly clean!” stated Pat Lamb. Quite a testimonial to the ATCS.
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY ONE

The Lesson

It is often difficult for process and systems managers to look to new approaches to solve long established problems that are managed through the status quo even though large savings are possible through changing the conventional procedures. The reasons include capital restrictions or inflexibility found in many organization cultures. Regarding chiller performance, manual cleaning has long been considered the “Best Practice” for keeping chillers running at the best possible level of efficiency but new approaches enable a significantly better chiller performance.

In a sense, this is an example where established operational habit, hides a very costly and churn generating inefficiency or flawed process (Periodic manual cleaning). Pat Lamb recognized this issue and actively sought to find a better way to solve the problems his team faced related to condenser fouling which led him to the sponge ball ATCS and his follow-on work with Innovas Technologies. Pat studied technical alternatives, selected the right solution and then actively “sold” the solution to hospital leadership using data and the true cost attributed to condenser fouling. The result is an industry leading new benchmark in chiller cleaning and expecting cooling efficiency at PeaceHealth. Pat Lamb agrees and states, “We couldn’t be happier with our ATCS system and its proven results.”

---
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In the end, Pat was successful in solving the problem and the results over the long term are millions in savings enjoyed by PeaceHealth Sacred Heart Medical Center at RiverBend. Savings include, energy, maintenance and elimination of workload associated with fouling related issues in the hospitals chillers. In the context of climbing healthcare costs, this is a bright example where a progressive facility seeks and finds efficiency within and saves its constituents real money.